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Description
If you create a tracker with rating and you show the rating in the tracker list you have at least two problems:

• first you don't have just the rating but the complete voting grid in the list which is not what I expected but hey might be ok or at least should be noted somewhere but this is not the pb
• if a user votes click on the rating array two things happend:
  ◦ the global rating is changed which is not cool
  ◦ more importantly some other fields get changed to the value of the rating ! even fileds with drop down menu !

So first the bug that changing the rating changes also other fields.
Second tracker fields with values from a list are not checked to verify that the value supplied is in the value list 😞
Can you please retest with current supported versions (e.g., Tiki12, ...)?

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: [trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance]
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